We Seek To Serve – Open Forum
A Step Toward Unity Is A Step Toward Oneness
Anubis
I am very pleased that this Open Forum venue exists, for you see, there is a
great deal to be said about the diversity that exists within unity and in the
panel discussions you hear our various viewpoints. But you see, there is also
a great deal that we would each wish to say, a great deal that each of us
would wish to convey individually to the humanity of planet Earth. I shall
waste no more space explaining that I am grateful for the space that I
waste. 
One of the concepts closest to my heart is that of unity and what unity
means to various people. I will explain what unity means to me and to those
who have, I would say, reached a point that they are guiding others on the
journey of return to Source.
Unity might be considered by some to function like a rowing team. I hope
those who live in
dry climates can picture this. You have
on a river of water,
a long, narrow boat and you have in this
boat, let us say
eight people. This boat is propelled by
oars and these
eight people must pull together, must
row together or their oars are going to become very, very damaged and
there will be a lot of noise as the oars hit one another.
So when these people who have control of the oars all synchronize their
movements, the boat goes
forward rapidly and there is
beauty in motion as they
work together. But this is not
the unity I speak of. These
eight are working in unison,
but they are not necessarily
working from unity. Please
note the difference: from unity.
Now, one can say the same about any team, any group of people working
together, no matter how insignificant, no matter how vital the cause. They
can be working in unison without working from unity. I shall speak of the
unity that I envision for this planet, the unity that I envision for the
humanity of planet Earth.
Unity cannot be achieved unless there is the beginning, the first steps of a
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true, internalized, integrated Oneness. Now, the Oneness exists
energetically. This has been established. Energetically, there is no question
about the Oneness, but it does not exist in the hearts and minds of enough
people within humanity that it makes a significant presence felt on our side
of the veil.
So unity is a step toward Oneness. And what is unity? I don't know if I can
find an example, but I can describe something that I think you will
understand.
Imagine, please, that you have in front of you a round plate and on that
round plate there is a round, very thin, very large round piece of color. If
you would, imagine a large, round, thin piece of bread, a pancake if you
understand pancakes, a tortilla if you understand tortillas, a piece of
flatbread if you understand flatbread. This form is round and it is large and it
is of a given color. Let us say that this color is a very gentle yet vibrant
shade of lavender. And that lavender is unity.
Now, you wave your hand across this lavender and the blue comes forward.
It is definitely very, very blue. Then you wave your hand again, and it is
lavender. And you take your other hand and you wave it and up comes red.
What happened to the lavender? It is gone.
You then place both hands over this round blob of color and you take your
hands away and it is white. And you turn around because you want to take a
photograph of this ever-changing color, but when you come back, it is
lavender again.
The lavender represents unity. When you look at lavender, you do not see
blue or red or white. You see lavender. Yet each individual hue within this
color can come forward by itself as necessary. We could go into the various
shades of purple that can be created with these three colors depending upon
how prominent each one is. But the point I am trying to make is that unity is
its own color. In this case, unity is lavender. It is not red, it is not blue, it is
not white. It is lavender. It has its own color, its own identity, its own use.
That is unity. And the diversity within unity is that any one of the individual
colors within that unity is able to come forward and be more prominent if
necessary. That, you see, is unity.
This is what is ahead for humanity and it will begin small, but humanity is
One energetically, and recognizing various unities within humanity is the
first step toward recognizing the full Oneness of humanity. And that unity
begins when there is such a melding at the heart level that a new unit is
formed from the components. This can happen with a nuclear family. This
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can happen with a group of friends.
When this unity can be accomplished on the inner planes, let us say at the
mental level, then you begin to have what is commonly called group
consciousness. There is a new mental unit that is formed. It is simply new. It
did not exist before these individuals became so closely integrated that they
created a unit. And within that unit, any one of them can come forward and
be prominent as necessary. But when that necessity has ended, they return
and become simply dissolved within the unit that they are.
A new adventure awaits humanity and those who trust enough to begin the
steps to becoming a unit. This involves training, it involves commitment, it
most definitely involves trust and transparency. This is the opportunity that
will open. And once you have a taste of group consciousness, which is a step
toward unity, which is a step toward Oneness, you will simply not wish to
turn back to being an isolated individual. You will have your taste of the
Oneness of humanity and you will find out, with joy, what power there is for
the benefit of the whole when the unit acts together in service to the plan for
the planet.
I thank you.
Anubis

